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Mission Statement.
Token was created to revolutionize the fan experience across every industry and subculture,
using digital technology to maximize the exchange of value between each individual within the
fandom ecosystem.
The Token platform leverages the security, transparency, speed, and privacy of Distributed
Ledger Technology (DLT) to reward fans for engaging with the brands they love, at each digital
touchpoint in the fandom experience.
Each stakeholder on the Token network has access to real-time data and analytics that can be
used to further personalize, enhance and enrich the fan experience.
For the ﬁrst time across all industries, fans can be rewarded relative to their interactions with the
brands and personalities they love the most.
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Executive Summary.
The Purpose Of Token
Token is a scalable, blockchain-based business with a cryptocurrency designed to enable a
complete digital transformation of the live event space.
The idea for Token originated as a possible solution to third-party proﬁteering, but soon
developed into an innovative, data-driven platform that securely optimizes exchange between
fans and entertainers.
The early principle behind Token still remains, and the platform remains dedicated to enhancing
and improving the fan experience, strengthening the bond between fans and entertainers, and
making fandom more immersive, enjoyable, and personal in the digital era.
For event producers, Token provides substantial value, serving as an integrated sales engine,
marketing analytics platform, and controllable marketplace that spans ticketing, concessions,
merchandise, and peer-to-peer exchange.
For fans, the Token platform offers ample opportunities for streamlined experiences through its
Single Sign-on application, utilizing blockchain technology to eliminate many of the issues
currently presented by third party involvement.
Token interconnects and enhances each moment of fandom, adding digital value to the fan
experience. The $FAN token underpins the user experience, from initial sparks in interest, to
collectable and personal NFT memorabilia you gather through your fandom journey.
Token gives you control over your fan experience.
Token brings crypto to the masses.
As Token is integrated into the live events space and its community of fans and event producers
begins to grow, it will become more than an end-to-end digital platform for fandom.
It will become the global conduit for connecting passionate fans to unique lifelong experiences,
and allowing event producers to identify, amplify and reward fandom in a new and
transformative way.

Token. The Future of Fandom.
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Opportunity
Token offers brands, venues, and vendors the opportunity to tokenize the entire value
ecosystem of the experiences they create and solve a critical issue within the events industry:
Modern fan commerce is being rigged strictly for the beneﬁt of third-party vendors.
Live event venues are now at a disadvantage when negotiating with sponsors due to the
disparate communication systems across each department. This leads to ineﬃciencies in areas
like merchandising and concession, which then forces event spaces to rely on a litany of hidden
fees to make up for lost revenue.
Loyal fans continue to receive increasingly poor service at live shows. Previously common
complaints about hidden attendance fees are now drowned out by disappointment with event
venue basics: wait times for restrooms, concessions stands, and merchandise booths.
This creates a cycle of frustration, and a loss on all sides. Event venues lose out on essential
revenue to continue their operation, while fans lose out on essential experiences to continue
offering their support.

Token is the solution to breaking this cycle; a digital fan commerce platform designed to
transform the live event experience through the insights of real-time data. Token uses a simple
Single Sign-on Solution to keep users connected when scaled to meet the demands of large fan
bases worldwide.
Event businesses can use the real-time data provided by Token to improve the experience of
both their staff and event attendees, using available information to inform the total
management of facilities from preparation to preorders and cleaning and provide a greater total
experience.
Token also allows for seamless connection between fans and event producers outside of the
venue environment, where users can securely manage previously external factors such as
ﬂights and hotels from a single network, and fans can discover unique live event experiences.
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Simple, Powerful, Encrypted Marketing Solutions

Token uses real-time marketing analytics to enrich the fan experience and create greater
connections during live events. Token deﬁnes new fan communities online, bringing patrons
closer to the entertainers and events they love by removing unnecessary third-party vendors.
Token collates live fan behavior into an organized constellation of usable data points, updating
venue directors and entertainers in real-time through 5G connectivity. This is where the physical
and digital world harmonizes through Token.
At the discretion of the user, attendee experiences are recorded at the “micro” level, but analyzed
for behavioral trends at the “macro” level. Every fan encounter that makes the event unique –
their likes, dislikes, favorite apparel, and favorite snack – is captured by Token.
These datasets hold insights into the unique preferences of each live event’s attendees,
informing venues how to best incentivize fans while preparing for the show.
For entertainers themselves, Token offers a deeper layer of engagement than any fan platform
today; it is directly linked to an ecosystem that empowers “tribes” to form around each
performer.
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Abstract.
How Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) Will Transform the Live
Event Ecosystem
DLT is a clear signal of the Fourth Industrial Revolution.
Token harnesses the power of DLT technology to unify disparate interactions between the
physical and digital world through IoT, IoB, and 5G, mutually enhancing the experience for
vendors, brands, and fans.
Fans can curate and organize their entire experience directly within the Token application - Uber,
plane, boarding, baggage, hotel stay, and the event reservation itself - instantly.
Entertainers, vendors, and event producers can provide loyal fans with exclusive access to the
best promotions, rewards, and partnerships through Token’s fan eCommerce.
This piece explores a massive potential contribution to the live event space and venues of all
sizes: The Token Platform.

The Value of Token’s Live Data Feed
Token’s live data feed is a fundamental shift in the relationship between technology and
behavioral utility.
Many event spaces and organizers still communicate between departments using monolithic IT
structures, such as Web2. Traditional Web2 infrastructure is outdated, increasingly risky, and
plagued with bugs.
Token will be empowered by Web3, the decentralized web, to offer end-to-end transparency and
cryptographic security far superior to Web2.
Event experiences and fan engagement will never look the same after the adoption of Web3, and
Token will be the fee-less platform that the live event ecosystem migrates to as next-gen
internet technologies take root with 5G connectivity.
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Redesigning the Live Event Experience
By unifying these disparate moments and connections, Token will resolve critical issues within
the live event experience:
●

Currently, sponsors contribute income to the venues and fans end up with their valuable
data sold to unknown third parties.

●

Exorbitant fees are quietly charged to even the most loyal fans, all to maximize
short-term revenue.

●

Hidden costs squeeze casual fans ﬁnancially to the point of them never returning to
future events.

●

Service, processing, and administrative fees leave ultra-loyal fans extremely upset,
convincing them to not spend as much money at future shows.

Hidden fees cut deeply in hardcore fan groups; it directly affects how much they are willing to
spend at the live event itself.
Worse still, both the venues and the entertainers are often associated with the negative
experience, not the third parties responsible for payment processing fees, concession charges,
and merchandise preorders.
Token, allows venues to better manage their valuable ﬁnancial resources and manpower hours
by eliminating some of these “middlemen” services:
●

Department responsibilities are organized on a central platform

●

Real-time data adjusts responsibilities as the event unfolds

●

Staff are informed on how to better serve loyal fanbases

●

Venues convert sales at a higher, measurably sustainable rate

Token uniﬁes these solutions just as it does with disparate interactions; helping venues better
manage their ﬁnancial resources and increasing sales through an improved experience for fans.
While this change in the live event experience brings immense value to venues and brands, it
delivers something priceless to fans: a live event experience that truly feels worth its value.
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Opportunity.
Bitcoin, as a single cryptocurrency, has reached a market cap of over $2 trillion.1
Industry standard-bearers like CitiBank, Morgan Stanley, JP Morgan Chase, and Goldman Sachs
have invested hundreds of millions of dollars into decentralized ﬁnance, and that ﬁgure is
expected to grow through the next several decades.
Blockchain and DeFi platforms are also fundamentally transforming how fans are rewarded, and
how they directly engage with live events they love attending.
Token combines the power of its blockchain-powered platform and the $FAN token to connect
fans, entertainers, and venues they visit, with each party’s involvement complementing the other
through the Token network. Non-native crypto users can now seamlessly participate in the
crypto ecosystem, unlocking the next level of fandom.

Introducing Token: Revolutionizing Event Commerce Economics
Token is deﬁned by its intuitive and hassle-free user experience, enabled via Single Sign-on
(SSO), the Micro Moments engine (MME), and core features like cross-chain swaps.
This translates to universal applicability across every facet of the live event experience, allowing
users to effortlessly engage throughout venues and voluntarily provide the data necessary to
enhance their experience.
Each customer individually decides the data points they are willing to share with the venue,
from “point of sale” transaction timestamps, to fan traﬃc levels at concession stands or
merchandise booths within the live event space.
Using analytics with Token's live data stream, marketers and promoters can then streamline the
user experience, removing ineﬃciencies while greatly improving the capabilities of venues to
accommodate fans.
This results in a transformative experience for loyal fans, as activities like ordering snacks and
merchandise will become seamless instead of disruptive to the live event experience.
We believe this shows Token has clear potential to not only transform customer loyalty rewards,
but to completely revolutionize live-event fan-commerce economics.
1

https://www.benzinga.com/news/21/07/21937648/global-entertainment-industry-to-generate-2-6-trillion
-in-revenues-by-2025-report#:~:text=Global%20entertainment%20and%20media%20industry%20revenue%
20dropped%20by%203.8%25%20from,this%20data%2022%20years%20ago
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Rewarding Fans For Their Loyalty

Loyalty memberships are fast becoming the generic, street-side ﬂyer that we begrudgingly
accept and instantly forget about.
Modern loyalty memberships offer little in the way of genuine reward, and are often used simply
to create an email database to spam with generic offers and marketing.
Consumers are increasingly aware that their continued loyalty is going unnoticed and
unrewarded, and multiple studies indicate a desperate need to remodel existing loyalty
frameworks:
●

There are an estimated 3.8 billion customer loyalty memberships worldwide

●

The average adult has more than 14 loyalty memberships - over half (54%) are inactive

●

75% of respondents to a 2017 Loyalty 360 survey said they want to be rewarded in some
distinct way for fan engagement beyond the simple purchase.

●

86% of customers remain loyal to brands after they agree to participate in a rewards
program.2

Despite a clear desire to be rewarded and show continued loyalty, poorly customized loyalty
beneﬁts and a lack of value are convincing a large percentage of users to discontinue these
reward and loyalty memberships.
This presents a serious issue for companies hosting live events, especially those who wish to
offer genuine rewards and engagement: how do you deliver value to a market you can’t connect
with?
Token provides the platform to create a truly dynamic, customizable rewards program,
substantially improving ﬁnancial outcomes for performers and venues as a direct result of
providing a greater overall experience for fans.

2

https://www.claruscommerce.com/blog/17-staggering-customer-loyalty-stats-that-will-change-your-pers
pective/
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True Rewards for True Fans

$FAN is a decentralized currency for fans to use whenever they interact on the Token platform.
$FAN allows for decentralized recording of every transaction and interaction by users, while still
maintaining each individual’s anonymity. Through Token's platform, fans can deposit and spend
their FIAT currency of choice, non-crypto fans can engage and earn $FAN rewards in exchange
for their collaboration. This not only stabilises the cost and budget of the fan experience, but
opens Token up to a global audience.
Every time a fan returns to an event, they should be rewarded and engaged for their increased
display of fandom. Unfortunately, brands, venues, and vendors are currently unable to
distinguish between diehard fans, casual attendees, or long-time loyalists.
Token allows venues and entertainers to reward their most dedicated fans with more than just
generic loyalty points, using promotional $FAN to authentically increase fan loyalty over time:
●

Token creates a mutually beneﬁcial loyalty program, enabling the use of $FAN in
stadiums and venues.

●

Fans control the data they provide, what can be shared for marketing analysis, and what
they would like to keep private.

●

Token uses its datastore of fan data to give brands a clear picture of who their most
engaging fans are.

●

Real-time encrypted customer data enables venues to offer bonus deals and rebates to
the most loyal portions of the fanbase.

●

$FAN can be offered on a customized basis to incentivize and reward customer loyalty.

●

Fans will be incentivized to return to more shows over time, increasing revenue as well
as attendance numbers.

●

Fan identities are veriﬁed through any Token connected device or protocol on the Token
platform, along with their ticket and parking reservation.

●

Inside the event, brands can recreate their marketing strategies allowing the purchase of
concessions, merchandise, and other goods in return for valuable $FAN data.

Over time, the voluntary data provided by users can be used by performers and venues to
develop timely, speciﬁc strategies based on Token’s real-time data feedback.
When using Token for such precisely targeted marketing analytics, fan rewards come at no cost
to venues, brands, or event organizers. Cutting out fees and ineﬃcient event protocols to
improve the exchange of value is the foundation of Token’s services.
11

Improving Customer “Micro Moment” Transactions at Live Events
Token was created to transform the live event ecosystem. Part of the problem for performers
and venues lies in how challenging it is to adapt or adjust live events in real-time.
Token’s system synthesizes user data across all “micro moments” associated with the live event
experience: ticketing preferences, vendor exchanges, talent interactions, customizable fan
preferences, and overall promotional rewards engagement.
Mediated through cross-chain exchanges, Token aims to completely transform and redeﬁne the
live event experience by empowering venues with real-time data.

The Money at Stake in the Live Events Industry
●

The global entertainment and media industry brought in over $2 trillion in 20203

●

Global sports, including live games, is worth $388 billion, and the global music industry
took in $19.1 billion in 2020.4

●

Brands plan to invest over $68 billion in sports, entertainment, and other various live
event sponsorship opportunities throughout 2021.

●

The global licensed sports merchandise market is estimated to reach a mammoth
$33.99 billion in revenue by 2023.5

With billions of dollars at stake, performers and venues are only frustrating fans with
inadequate, broken loyalty programs. These deals and perks can be the dealbreaker for a large
portion of event-goers and attendees.
Improvements in the live event “micro moment” ecosystem not only increase the visibility of
sponsors at venues, but further increase and improve engagement from fans.
Token can be used by sponsoring brands to identify their most loyal customers, and customize
their rewards to increase engagement from existing fans and offer a strong incentive for casual
fans – creating valuable ‘superfans’ in the process.

3

https://www.benzinga.com/news/21/07/21937648/global-entertainment-industry-to-generate-2-6-trillion
-in-revenues-by-2025-report#:~:text=Global%20entertainment%20and%20media%20industry%20
revenue%20dropped%20by%203.8%25%20from,this%20data%2022%20years%20ago
4
https://www.ifpi.org/ifpi-global-music-report-2019/
5
https://www.kennethresearch.com/report-details/global-licensed-sports-merchandise-market-20182023
/10074090?utm_source=Market-Watch&utm_medium=Avi
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Fan Commerce: Merchandise
“Superfans” will serve as leading indicators to what merchandise will sell the most by analyzing
their interactions on Token.
A typical problem for event organizers is buying the same number of merchandise pieces. One
piece sells out, while the others are barely purchased, with the unsold merchandise removing
potential proﬁt.
Improving merchandising practices incrementally on Token will, at scale, be worth billions of
additional revenue. However, by optimizing the fan experience in all of these “micro moments”,
existing merchandising ﬁgures indicate this change could generate revenue above 10 billion.
Token can empower venues of all sizes to take advantage of these customizable offerings,
while ensuring attendees and their data remain secure.
Sponsors will no longer control the data freely, but want to join Token in order to gain chances to
“bid” for authorization to more event fan data.

Effects of the Global Pandemic on the Live Event Economy
The global entertainment and media industry lost $100 billion from 2019 to 2020 due to the
pandemic. The music industry lost $30 billion globally from the pandemic, including $9.7 billion
at the box oﬃce.6 In addition, U.S. pro sports lost $13 billion due to the pandemic.7
Yet, fans continue to engage through social media, YouTube, and streaming sites, where their
loyalty and engagement go largely unrewarded.
Imagine if a platform existed that could connect fans with their entertainers and monetize this
connection and interaction?
Token is the answer to this new level of engagement, an innovative platform to connect with
fans no matter where, how, or when they interact with the entertainers they love.

6

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbes-personal-shopper/2021/10/21/best-buy-black-friday-deal/?sh=383
bff935ab5
7
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-11-05/u-s-sports-leagues-facing-nearly-13-billion-in-co
vid-losses
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Analysis: 3 Problems Token Can Solve in the Live Event Space

The following sections analyze three areas of the live event spaces that receive the most fan
complaints:
1) Hidden fees for ﬂight, hotel, ticket and parking reservations
2) Ineﬃcient venue commerce practices (concessions, merchandise, parking, seating, and
other forms of fan engagement activity)
3) Promoters not taking full advantage of “Digital Fandom” opportunities or “Loyal Fan
Rewards” Programs
In the sections below, we will clearly deﬁne each problem and frame it within the context of a
live promotion, then propose the solutions that Token could deliver to enhance the fan
experience – while simultaneously boosting sales revenue for the live events industry.

Problem 1: Ticketing Practices & Other Reservations Related to the Live
Event Experience
The ticketing industry has been monopolized by conglomerates like Ticketmaster, StubHub, and
SeatGeek, who jeopardize the experience for live event venues - as well as fans themselves.
Ticketmaster’s 2014 $400 million class-action lawsuit for charging fees that went “straight to
proﬁt.”8 are a clear example of this problem. However, unethical fees are not the only issue
facing the modern ticketing industry.
54% of all live event tickets are either reserved during presale or “held” for VIPs.
Automated bots and brokers distort the secondary markets with high resale markets, which
affects attendance and leaves fans with less money to spend on merchandise and concessions.
The general public loses out to insiders, who have optimized systems to amass hundreds of
thousands of tickets in an instant, essentially “stealing” the market from the venue organizers
and actual fans.9

8
9

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/concert-ticket-hidden-fees_l_5dfd1021e4b05b08bab527ef
https://ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Ticket_Sales_Report.pdf
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With ticket limits not regularly enforced, insiders regularly beat out loyal fans - evidenced by the
ﬁgure above. Bots buying thousands of tickets in minutes is not good for the live event
ecosystem; it distorts and shifts all the money into the hands of insiders cornering the market
and artiﬁcially inﬂating prices.
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While this distortion of the ticketing market has a lasting, negative impact on the fandom
ecosystem, hidden fees are still arguably the biggest complaint from loyal fans when attending
live shows.
Hidden fees are not added on by entertainers themselves, but by third-party vendors seeking
only to maximize short-term proﬁt over long-term access to fans. When loyal fans try to
purchase tickets for their favorite live event, they are charged a 27% markup on average.10

10

https://www.gao.gov/products/gao-18-347
Figures: https://ag.ny.gov/pdfs/Ticket_Sales_Report.pdf
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Solution 1: DLT Encryption
Token’s platform prevents scalper insiders and bots from distorting the market. Each purchase
is veriﬁed through biometric multi-factor authentication and fraud detection algorithms.
The transaction is feeless, turning the ticket into an encrypted “NFT” collectible for fans. Token
also displays supply and demand data for fans that let loyal users become “insiders''
themselves.
With the hidden fees gone and unethical scalpers held from cornering the market, fans will be
incentivized to collect as many Token “NFT” tickets as possible.
Tickets themselves can become a new market vertical that opens up new real-time incentives or
special fan experiences. With Token’s blockchain serving as a permanent ledger of their loyalty
and live event experience, venues and performers can offer special deals to fans who have
collected a certain number of tickets.
The creative marketing that can be done with access to fan data, through Token, will lead to
targeted user rewards. They will be timely-placed and extremely helpful in allowing the live event
to be a seamless experience for all parties involved.
Providing a more secure and engaging platform, Token protects the fan and enhances
organizers’ ability to build a loyal fan base over time, brick by brick.
Token’s impact on the ticket and live event reservation sector will decentralize the monopolistic
hold giant conglomerates exert on venues, performers, and loyal fans. Fans who agree to share
their data with their favorite performers and venues will accumulate rewards over time that only
encourage further engagement.
Providing full transparency enabled through Token, the room for unethical business practices
will shrink. In its place, venues and performers will collect a large majority of the money
normally leaked to third parties through these absurdly excessive fees.
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Problem 2: Transforming Venue Commerce
Now, let’s assume venues decide to eliminate price hikes from “middlemen” third parties; larger
venues will be out potentially millions of dollars over the course of the year.
So, if event organizers are forced to give up these sources of revenue that indebt them to
sponsors, where will they make up the difference? The answer is in the live marketing data feed
provided by Token’s AI marketing analytics, empowered by connected point-of-sale services.
The live venue industry is ﬁnally moving the discourse forward around absurdly marked-up
concession prices, and the substantial loss in revenue from such archaic 20th-century
promotional models.
Even industry giant Eventbrite provides an example where wait times can add up to halving
potential gate revenue. Imagine in an arena with 10,000 attendees, just 1,000 are left in lines so
long that they lose out on a majority of their day to spend freely at the live event.
These long wait times reduce the money fans are willing to spend at the stadium. The
experience just is not worth it with such delayed action on the side of the venue.
Research from Oracle Food and Beverage found that optimizing these wait times can, as
Eventbrite roughly estimated, result in a 42% increase in typical expenditure for attending
parties.
In a given hypothetical scenario of funding a “budget” to enhance the live experience, virtually
every single fan allocated money toward enhancing these archaic concession experiences.
In fact, 45% of fans said they had given up buying concessions while at an event because the
lines were simply too long and slow-moving.11 That is how much revenue venues are bleeding
out through ineﬃcient venue commerce: nearly half of the entire gate revenue.

11

https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/dc/em/fan-experience-report-fb.pdf
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Solution 2: Token as the Glue for all Channels of Event Fan Engagement
It is quite the undertaking to connect to all platforms across each commercial channel a fan
interacts with during their live event experience, but that is the purpose of Token’s services.
However, DLT platforms like Token are going to transform venue commerce by starting with a
simple yet novel concept in the live event ecosystem: preordering concessions and “in-seat”
delivery.
The live event experience instead proceeds uninterrupted, and venues access a pool of ~40-50%
of fans who, seeing the optimized line movement, decide to spend more at each concession
booth on the way out.12
Token can be thought of as the connective tissue between all the complex channels that fans
interact with during their live event experience. With their uniquely encrypted Token NFT ticket,
fans can be easily identiﬁed at each step of the journey.
Token will optimize the fan experience by using predictive analytics for customers at each of the
“micro moment” event stages. Additionally, fans who aren’t able to attend venues will be able to
purchase merchandise online using their Token account.

Connecting right to Point of Sale Machines
Perhaps Token’s most versatile feature is the ability to connect directly to every point of sale
machine in the venue.
By doing so, the trail of fan data tells more of a story than a disembodied ﬁnancial analysis. It
illustrates when fans decide to purchase a jersey, and how long they wait before going to grab a
beer after doing so.
Putting together these pixelated data points on Token tells the story of what loyal fans value
most about their live event experience.
Additionally, brands can link payment methods to fans at their POS system, even creating
customized greetings and opportunities to review their experience that add a layer of intimacy
unseen in the live event space.
Brands can customize special promotions while allowing the fan to order merchandise without
the use of any cash or card. Instead, the purchase registers to the fan’s Token account, being
automatically processed. Predictive analytics could prompt employees to recommend
merchandise likely to be more popular with the speciﬁc fan.
This level of comprehensive fan information will be shared across brands through Token. These
reports will analyze how successful each promotional event is in connecting to the fanbase.
12

https://www.oracle.com/a/ocom/docs/dc/em/fan-experience-report-fb.pdf
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With dynamic A/B testing at their disposal, venues and sponsors could adjust their marketing
quickly and in real-time to appeal to the fans’ preferences.
This automated supply chain management and analytics reporting will bring a new eﬃciency at
scale for the live event industry.
While remaining distinct as their own brand, the integration and accessibility of Token’s DLT
network to all parties provide a new level of cohesion to the fan experience that will result in
sustained and incremental growth over time.
In conclusion, venue organizers can track as each fan moves through the event space on Token.
Data is earmarked any time fans perform an action of interest, enabling marketing directors to
make real-time decisions or adjustments to the live event based on the updating ﬂuidity of data
and suggestions from Token’s predictive analytics.
Venue organizers can also collate all these sets of data after each “micro moment”, adjusting
the venue’s promotional strategy based on key customer buying patterns.
The uniﬁcation of all these disparate systems in live event venue commerce will make venues
far more eﬃcient in planning for events, adjusting for sudden changes, and better catering to
attendees in real-time.
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Problem 3: Digital Fandom
Digital fandom (NFT)
The advent of professional streamers, mainstream gaming platforms like Twitch, and
crypto-collectibles such as Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), have evolved the modalities of fan
engagement with their favorite performers.
Cliches like “content is king” became cliches for good reason: serving the most dedicated
fanbase with consistent and enriching/valuable promotional material is extremely lucrative.
To establish a comprehensively integrated network, performers normally must establish an
entire data warehouse to track, understand, and reward their most loyal fans.
Entertainers and venues don’t have unﬁltered access to user data when fans engage through
traditional media channels like TV, social media, YouTube, and various digital streaming
platforms.
Token enables access to all data authorized by the user, empowering performers to form
tightly-knit fan bases that are in lock-step with their favorite entertainer’s next promotion. To
sweeten the deal, brands could even offer $FAN deals in a “bid” to win user data authorization from the fans themselves.
Once authorized, the relationship between venue, performer, and fanbase can strengthen
signiﬁcantly, opening entire new and lucrative markets for digital fandom.
And yet, data gathering methods have certainly reached a crossroads in the live events industry.
Fans are aware of manipulative data-mining tactics, and while they don’t mind authorizing their
data for the purpose of an enhanced live experience, they do mind being taken advantage of by
faceless third-party vendors.
Fans want a reciprocal relationship with their brands and a frictionless live experience. The
more fans who walk away feeling they had an “authentic experience,” the more that will show up
to the next live event.
Token allows performers and venues to establish a far more valuable and enduring relationship
with key sections of their fanbase.
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Solution 3: Technology Enhancing Digital Fandom
Token is poised to transform all modalities of digital fandom within the live event ecosystem,
based on several key innovations within its DLT-based services:
1) Single Sign-on (SSO): Revolutionary Customer Identiﬁcation Management
It is remarkable how quickly SSO technology has been integrated into a seamless online
customer experience. However, traditional SSO technology suffers from major security risks. If
hackers extract user login info, they can penetrate every single application in use.
These security risks to traditional SSO services are why innovations in the DLT space are so vital
to the future of secure SSO infrastructure. “Know your Customer” (KYC) tactics are going to be
completely transformed; customer identiﬁcation will be more seamless and securely encrypted
through Token’s software.
Token works to protect live event companies from suffering massive data breaches. Fans shape
their digital experience by only authorizing personal data to speciﬁc brands.
If fans don’t want one brand to know their identity, but want another brand to access every data
point for a more customized experience, Token allows fans to make brands “earn” their loyalty
through having superior reward offerings.
No fan data is sold to unauthorized third parties. Token’s encrypted DLT network prevents
malicious hacks of any scale while simultaneously focusing on the fan-brand relationship.
Storing the information on a distributed ledger is far more seamless and secure than traditional
KYC methods.
And, for fans looking to have a safe physical and digital “fandom” experience, Token is simply
the ultimate DLT solution. Not only is their data encrypted within Token, it is also only given out
at their discretion. Adding this level of privacy to traditional SSO features protects fans from
being abused by their own data.
2) Fan to Entertainer Transaction (F2E): The Enhanced Capacity of direct fan to entertainer
transactions
Performers and entertainers should also take note of Token’s F2E services.
The security of transactions done through Token’s DLT blockchain allows for fans and
performers to remove any barriers between one another. Providing fans an original experience
through a “shoutout” or special “loyalty rewards” is how entertainers create a fanbase for life.
Brands, venues, and fans are not the only beneﬁciaries of Token’s DLT network; individual
entertainers can set up their own “subscription-style” service on Token - a la OnlyFans, Patreon,
and Twitch user models.
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From there, special fan collectibles and experiences can be given away to the most loyal fans.
This could include “one of a kind” NFTs conferring the status of the “ultimate fan,” or a fan could
purchase the chance to interact with entertainers live during their performance.
Entertainers can take advantage of being their own “entity” on Token’s platform. While they
partner with venues and other brands to promote upcoming events, Token allows performers to
always keep in touch with fans, offering custom rewards facilitated over the blockchain.
The combination of interactive engagement and seamless transactions on the blockchain make
Token distinct from even traditional methods of “social media marketing.” There is no need to
link to a third party for the commerce shop; everything a performer needs to reach their fans can
be found on the Token network.
3) Micro Moments Engine (MME): Revolutionary Event-Driven system powered by Token’s
Edge Artiﬁcial Intelligence and marketing science
One of Token’s SaaS innovations is the Micro Moments Engine (MME) - a DLT network that
maximizes the most “intent-rich” moments of all fans. Every transaction, decision, behavior, and
reaction can be considered a “micro moment” that together comprise the larger event itself.
As an example, ticket reservation, parking reservation, time entering venue, time concessions
bought, and reaction to different promotions are all vital micro moments of an event. When
connected by Token’s MME interface, smart automation in the live event space will completely
revolutionize the live experience for fans by utilizing marketing analytics in ways not yet
conceived.
The potential of this novel MME technology to optimize each micro moment is vast; opens up
live venues to entirely new levels of operational eﬃciency.
Token’s system is so dynamic that it tailors the “digital” fan experience down to the individual
level. Based on how they respond and engage to Token’s interface, the games, deals, and
activities are all personally customized through Token’s SaaS tools.
Superfans love being catered to, where every detail of the experience is just right. Token could
allow venues to customize promotional shirts by giving each loyal fan their favorite color.
Prior to the event, organizers could ask fans on Token, “What would be your favorite color shirt
to get from the show?” The answers would inform venues exactly how many shirts to print and
which colors to lay on which seats.
Micro-moments are stored in Token’s network like sequential moments on a storyboard, relaying
exactly how fans interact with the live event moment by moment.
Accomplishing this level of granular detail at such a broad scale is the kind of high-level
marketing science that can be done with Token’s MME.
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The customizable nature of the live event experience will be powerfully enhanced by Token, and
the entire live event ecosystem will be transformed by MME, micro moment by micro moment.
Finally, MME makes possible real-time marketing science and experimentation. We aim to
provide venues the capability to perform live A/B testing by, for example, sending out different
versions of promotional materials to predetermined seats in the crowd.
Then, through Token’s interface, the venue could ask how much fans like each iteration of the
promotional product. Based on the analyzed results, the venue will know what version of their
products to bring back for future events.
5G connectivity allows the fan data to instantaneously populate answers to questions within
Token’s marketing science software; decisions on the direction of live events can be made
quicker, automated, and more informed than ever before with Token’s MME software.
4) NFTs: The New Frontier of Fandom
For events appealing to a luxury sense of fashion and fandom, NFT collectibles represent the
future of showing one’s “status” online, through collecting exclusive, rare, original digital tokens.
NFT creators and pioneers have remarked the concept of encrypting an original piece of artwork
on the blockchain from a basic realization:
When people splurge, they buy all manner of collectibles, like artwork or brand merchandise. As
they move up ﬁnancially, people begin buying fancy cars, clothing and other status-aﬃrming
symbols.
Why not encrypt that high-class identity in the digital world?
Token is the intermediary that weaves the status of the physical world to one’s online presence.
NFTs could be that exclusive piece of digital artwork; limited in supply representing a “tiered”
level of fandom, with superfans claiming the most valuable collectibles.
NFT collectibles could be compared to the booming signature sneaker industry, but NFTs are
not limited by physical space, enhancing their potential revenue streams even further.
In Q3 2021, NFT sales surged to $10.7 billion.13 That ﬁgure is going to grow by orders of
magnitude as NFT collectibles become the new frontier of luxury trading and fandom.

13

https://www.reuters.com/technology/nft-sales-surge-107-bln-q3-crypto-asset-frenzy-hits-new-highs-202
1-10-04/
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Technical Solutions for Next-Gen.
Building Fan Commerce
The Give
Many fans wonder why much of the core functions at a live event have remained virtually
unchanged since the mid-20th century despite the advancements made in smart technology and
increasingly eﬃcient IoT networks.
Emergent technologies within 5G connectivity, smart-contract DLT networks, and the Internet of
Behaviors (IoB) are merging to make fan data more actionable than has ever been conceived in
the live event ecosystem.
In fact, the real-time organization of fan analytics is limitless and scalable across all connected
devices on Token including all IoT devices deployed at live events.
While any brand, venue, performer, or fan must be authorized before accessing personally
identifying data, the wait times are instantaneous once parameters within the state channel
algorithms are met.
To be clear, Token is a divergent evolution from traditional IoT systems.
Never before have brands, performers, or venues had the real-time capacity to simultaneously
process, validate, and encrypt fan data.
While all these operations are handled by microservices SaaS architecture, fan data is broken
down to its simplest form, making it instantaneously transferable across multiple networks and
blockchains.
Token enables any willing buyer and seller to form a binding smart contract leveraged through
Token’s application of state channels and the cross-chain exchanges.
These next-gen smart contracts form automatically, remove the middleman, and act as an AI
escrow ﬁrm that holds funds until both parties fulﬁll their encrypted contractual obligations.
DLT software is the ﬁrst frontier eﬃciently allowing two parties to conduct transactions of any
scale across every single available network – without a traditional ﬁnancial authority or central
regulator mediating the exchange in value.
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Token Data: Cleaned, Encrypted, & Authorized Fan Data in Real-Time
Every transaction related to the live event (IoT), and every fan behavior (IoB), can be captured for
storage as individualized data on Token.
This data contains personally identiﬁable information (PII) that is able to communicate with all
networks while simultaneously remaining securely encrypted – providing total security
throughout the blockchain network.
Token’s highly secure cryptographic protocols allow not only for dynamic transaction ﬂows at an
unlimited scale, but makes room for entire fan ecosystems to form on the live event promotional
platform.
Unlike traditional live event business models, there will no longer be interference from outside
intermediaries that dilute the communal experience for fans.
Brands, venues, and performers can consider data on Token clean from any defects, glitches, or
corrupt records that would otherwise render the stored data unhelpful or ineﬃciently accessed.

Organic Growth of Subcultures, Fan Ecosystems, and Non-fungible Events(NFE)
Token’s DLT leverages the blockchain and state channels as a revolutionary means to collect
community sentiment among different fan bases within the live event ecosystem.
For example, fans could engage in a contest where they live stream from their seats – giving an
entirely novel look of the venue or stadium to online viewers.
Viewing parties with a celebrity or superfan can then, in turn, evolve that celebrity or superfan
into a new market vertical. Real-time experiences become a common occurrence, wherein the
stadium, a remote fan can participate in new rewards that play out in real-time.
An interface that allows for multiple streams of activity, along with other fan engagement
offerings, will bring far greater visibility to live events on social media and major streaming
platforms. Inﬂuencers at live events could bring signiﬁcantly more attention when their presence
and mode of fan engagement are leveraged correctly.
Even regular fans could potentially earn $FAN by adding a “streaming camera” or sharing a post
online that viewers at home can use to get different visual angles of the live event. If
entertaining enough, they could offer their own “commentary” for fans at home.
Sports and entertainment stars can live stream as well during their performances, opening the
door to incredibly exciting fan rewards – like winning a chance to hop on stage that night, or
receiving a signed jersey with an accompanying NFT.
These new modalities of engaging fans through bonus offerings and fan engagement rewards
can generate entirely new revenue streams for venues, brand sponsors, and performers.
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5G connectivity allows for real-time events and rewards to heighten the excitement at the live
events. It gives more credence to the thrilling idea that at live performances, genuine and vibrant
spontaneity can be generated based on the crowd response.
Deployed at its full potential, venues and performers could use this to make all fans feel more
like engaged participants rather than passive viewers, building stronger fan communities and
leveraging more lucrative bottom lines for both venues and performers.

The Buy
The eﬃciency and extensibility of the L_0 protocol enables venues, performers, and brand
sponsors to inject and digitize their product offerings into the Token blockchain.
From there, every interaction with a product is timestamped, signed, and recorded. By being able
to track every transaction and exchange on the blockchain, venues can ﬁnd the best ways to
optimize their ticketing and sales.
Normally, centralized regulating systems that operate massive data warehouses are incredibly
expensive and ineﬃcient. Their functional ineﬃciency puts these systems out of reach for
virtually all small and midsize venues.
Token encrypts personal data from fans, securing it far better than traditional data silos. Yet, at
the same time, Token allows this user data to be leveraged and utilized for transactions across
multiple blockchain networks.
Interoperability is absolutely vital for transactions across different blockchains. The ability of
Token to connect to existing infrastructure and unify legacy systems within the live event
industry, is one of its greatest strengths for revolutionizing fan commerce.

Wrapping NFTs at Scale
Token also allows the wrapping of NFTs. This is akin to ETH-wrapped NFTs in existence today.
However, Token can create original composable and programmatic NFTs.
Fans and brands can bundle multiple NFTs and digital copies into a singular NFT. A fan can
create and own a singular collection versus one comprised of disconnected parts. These
composed NFTs can also contain a programmatic aspect where it takes on traits of its owner.
A composable NFT could be a trophy, and every owner of this particular trophy could have their
image minted into the NFT. Token’s composable NFTs allow a mini hall-of-fame to be created in
the digital world, inducting superfans in a fun and noteworthy way that makes the experience all
the more worth it for them.
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The Build
How Token Will Establish a Generative Live Event Economy for Loyal Fans
Token acts as the Global accounting, notarization, and audit layer of all activity occurring within
a live event ecosystem and the Internet of Things (IoT).
As a result, Token moves beyond simply connecting to smart devices across virtual networks; it
gives deeper insight into human behaviors that contextualize their decision-making and
transactions at live events (IoB).
The nexus between IoT and IoB opens up novel ways for users to accrue $FAN by engaging in
more substantial, value-driven activities at live events. With Token’s MME, data is ﬁnally
actionable and inﬁnitely scalable at the micro-level.
To effectively organize fan data, Token literally “tokenizes” the fan experience, restoring a proper
metric to how goods, services, and fan engagement are valued on the Token network.
Token’s data science services craft a detailed narrative of all the different parties that tokenized
goods, services, engagement activities, or NFT collectibles go through before ending up in the
fan’s hands.
Thus, by simply participating and engaging in the Token environment, fans can gradually accrue
$FAN rewards, enticing them back to their favorite events to leverage their $FAN bonuses.
The real-time accrual of fan rewards enhances the experience for those attending and the
capability of venues to make pinpoint accurate, lightning-quick promotional decisions.
For example, if a stadium is testing a new beverage offering, they could make a deal that fans
who buy the new drink get 75% off if they ﬁll out a survey. Thus, additional pathways to earn
$FAN are opened up through not only brand-sponsored fan experiences, but any fan surveys.

Fan Marketplace
Not only does data sharing increase the amount of $FAN earned, cross-network validation also
increases the value of fan engagement for brands and third parties.
Many small and even large enterprises are at the mercy of tech giants like Google or Facebook
for any serviceable marketing analytics.
However, without direct input from the fan, and data through third parties, brands struggle for an
accurate picture of the very fans they sponsor events for.
Token’s fan marketplace leverages its 0% fraud network by allowing validated brands to “bid” for
access to portions or entire sets of fan data actively updating.
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Purchasers of a fan’s individual data can reward the fan with a larger amount of $FAN to gain
access to their data ad inﬁnitum, or a smaller amount to lease it on a monthly basis. This is
extremely valuable in the cases of user identity management and large-scale studies.

The Deployment of Feeless Ad Exchanges on Token
Ads on Token’s network are powered by Alkimi - the 0% fraud, 100% transparent decentralized
ad exchange aiming to break the “AdSense” monopoly of tech giants like Google or Facebook.
Alkimi Exchange provides total visibility of the blockchain transactions to all parties involved in
the live event ecosystem with Token.
Organizations and brands can leverage the Token Marketplace to send ads to fans who have
attended similar events. For example, football teams in a particular state can send ads to fans
who scan on Token as attending other sporting events.
They could leverage the live event of one local major sports team to incentivize fans to attend
more local sports events in the future. The more value per promotion, the more $FAN.

Micro Moment Engine
When assessing each generational iteration of blockchain technology, it is clear that Bitcoin
provided the “proof of concept” for decentralized transactions securely taking place on a P2P
blockchain consensus network.
Ethereum introduced the binding power of “smart contracts” to facilitate DeFi applications,
opening the exchange of goods to virtually anything of value - from real estate to stock to live
event promotions.
However, even current state-of-the-art smart contracts on crypto networks like Ethereum cannot
scale to enterprise use because of slow transaction speed and limiting infrastructure
bottlenecking processing power.
Token is the next generative iteration in the rapid evolution of blockchain-based technology. In
the case of Token, the software applies a unique terminology and function: the Micro Moments
Engine.
The MME drives every moment of the fan experience on Token, down to the most granular
detail, and encrypts the experience on the Token ledger.
Over time, fans can increase their value to the ecosystem through further engagement,
essentially building a larger and more valuable dataset for all parties to access when generating
novel, high-quality, customized promotions.
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MME is the next evolution of event-driven systems, seamlessly recording all interactions that
correspond to real-world fan activity. It allows legacy systems to build upon their solution,
gaining blockchain and serverless features.
Constructing the bridge between IoT and IoB, to drive experiential automation and
hyper-automation, bridges the gap between fans and brands via Total Experience. Coupled with
Edge Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Machine Learning, smarter, more organic outcomes manifest in
the live event space.
Through MME, Token facilitates real-time factual Marketing Science that generates actionable
and iterable outcomes. The tools for these actions interface with users in a low code/no-code
environment, empowering even the most non-technical users to engage on Token’s network.

Digital Ecosystem & Roadmap.
Digital Ecosystem
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Roadmap
See Roadmap Deep Dive. for more details.
Phase

Fan Experience Features

Brand Experience Features

Phase 1

Progressive Web Application
Atomic Design System
Landing page
Account
Event purchase
Wallet
Transfer event
Sell event
Personal settings
Invite a friend
Get in touch
FAQs
Payment information
Data timeline
Fan Commerce
Fan incentives
$Fan analytics
MME
Incentives
Reward engine
Foundation node operator
State channel pipeline

Responsive Site
Atomic Design System
CMS
Fan Marketing science
Fan marketplace
Fan commerce
$Fan analytics
MME
Incentives
Foundation node operator
State channel pipeline

Phase 2

Native App
PWA Parity
Native Payments
BLE and NFC

Responsive Site
Fan Marketing science
MessagingReward engine

Phase 3

Native App
Loyalty
Order Ahead
Order Ahead Fulﬁllment
Streaming
App wide bidding

Responsive Site
Loyalty System
Incentives
Reward Engine

Native App
Ticket Scanning
Merchandise Processing
Event Comms
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Token Economics
Token Utility
$FAN allows for a decentralized way of recording every transaction and interaction a fan makes,
whilst remaining entirely anonymous.
Bands, artists, and teams only know the wallet address - a string of alphanumeric characters and these are not associated with the actual fan’s personal details (unless the fan chooses to
connect them).
Fans are incentivized to use $FAN; by doing so they earn more $FAN as well as other perks.
Artists, teams, and brands are incentivized to purchase $FAN for access to detailed,
non-identiﬁable fan data, and opportunities to personalize their offerings to fans.
Deeper insight into fan behaviour boosts sales while reducing overall marketing costs, allowing
for more funding to be spent on incentivizing fans.

1. Fans.

Earning $FAN
Every fan registering through Token’s Single Sign-on will receive $FAN tokens for interactions at
events, on-going brand loyalty, and for spending the $FIAT currency in their Token account.
Method #1
A primary way for fans to earn $FAN is to complete fan engagement activities and experiences
conﬁgured on Token’s MME.
Token captures every fan activity, engagement, and response, and derives value from these
experiences by analyzing how these “micro moments” can be conceptualized within the
framework of the Internet of Behaviors (IoB).
Method #2
Provide brand sponsors, venues, and performers with non-essential marketing data (e.g. surveys). A unique feature of Token’s platform is the ease with which fans control the security
and authorization of their personally-identifying data.
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Token establishes a live event ecosystem where fans can exchange their valuable data to
receive $FAN rewards. No hidden data collection takes place due to the transparency of Token’s
blockchain, buttressing the security of the platform’s data-sharing services.
With every additional data point, the fan wants to share with particular brands, the amount of
$FAN they can receive increases. Just by participating in normal application ﬂows, fans can be
awarded $FAN to put towards savings at the next live event.
Method #3
Brand sponsors and aﬃliated third parties could provide inﬁnitely customizable pathways for
fans to earn $FAN.
Any interested business could conﬁgure a speciﬁc fan experience or survey based on previous
fan engagement. For example, if a stadium is testing a new beverage offering, they could make
a special deal that fans who buy the new drink get 75% off if they ﬁll out a survey on how they
felt about the new promotion.
Thus, additional pathways to earn $FAN are opened up through not only brand-sponsored fan
experiences, but any fan surveys or IoB data collected based on their response or attitude
toward the promotion itself.
Method #4
Win $FAN for completing digital surveys designed by the performer, brand sponsor, or hosting
venue. Completing subsequent surveys at future events earns even more $FAN over time.
Because fans get to choose who they authorize these personally-identifying packets of data to,
fans can feel more in control of their data while simultaneously beneﬁtting from rewards offered
directly - not by an unveriﬁed third party.
Method #5 Staking
Fans may stake their $FAN into liquidity pools to earn more $FAN.
1. Data validation pool - this is a ﬁxed size pool of L_0 $FAN tokens required by the network
to validate and secure the data ﬂow. The APR will be 15%. Entry to this pool will be via
invitation initially.
2. Fan DATA - Staking into this pool will give fans priority access to tickets and
merchandise.
In addition, fans staking into this pool will receive an APR paid for by FIAT from parties looking
to utilize fan data.
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2. Artists. Teams. Brands.

Entry to the ecosystem will require entities to purchase and use $FAN for their engagement
strategies. This unlocks the Token platform and $FANs utility.
Utility for brands will include the ability to:
●
●
●

List, track, and analyze their products, tickets, and NFTs in real-time.
Leverage $FAN for marketing science insights, access to the fan marketplace, targeted
advertising, and conﬁgurations for base-level loyalty programs.
Access and utilization of the MME.

Token itself gives brands the tools to symbiotically create an increasing ﬂow of knowledge with
fans.
Revenue from third-party vendors will be in $FAN and converted to their required $FIAT currency.

3. Third Parties.
Third parties have the same access as brands do. However, third parties are more interested in
the fan marketplace and interactions with the MME.
Deploying surveys and targeted marketing through MME and melding the fan data purchased
through the fan marketplace makes $FAN extremely desirable for research parties.
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Token Economy
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Distributing $FAN
$FAN will initially be distributed via a token sale. In addition, fans can purchase or earn $FAN
which will be drawn from the tokens set aside for the platform.

Token Sale
Distribution Model

Tokens

Seed

4.00%

8,000,000

Private Sale I

7.00%

14,000,000

Private Sale II

7.00%

14,000,000

Public (LLP)

2.00%

4,000,000

Advisors

5.00%

10,000,000

Team

12.00%

24,000,000

Platform Partners

5.00%

10,000,000

Staking Rewards

5.00%

10,000,000

Development Bounty

5.00%

10,000,000

Treasury

20.00%

40,000,000

Exchange Liquidity

3.00%

6,000,000

Platform Tokens

25.00%

50,000,000

100.00%

200,000,000

TOTAL:
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Private and Public Sale
Seed

7c = 8,000,000 $FAN - Raise $560K

Private sale I

14c = 14,000,000 $FAN - Raise $1.96M

Private sale II

20c = 14,000,000 $FAN - Raise $2.8M

IDO

40c = 4,000,000 $FAN - Raise $1.6M

Total Raise: $6.92M from the sale of 40,000,000 $FAN

TGE
Seed

Month 1

Month 3

Month 6

Month
12

Month
18

0%

0%

0%

25%

25%

25%

Private Sale I

10%

0%

22.5%

22.5%

22.5%

22.5%

Private Sale II

20%

0%

26.7%

26.7%

26.7%

IDO

Month
24
25%

100%

Advisors

0%

0%

0%

0%

33%

33%

33%

Team

0%

0%

0%

25%

25%

25%

25%

Distribution
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Marketing.
Token is already leveraging social media to build our community of fans, and raise awareness of
our platform. These include Telegram, Twitter, Discord, Reddit, Facebook, and Instagram.
Token is continuously being involved in the community via interviews, podcasts, and blog posts.
Our partnerships with brands, entertainers, venues, and vendors will force adoption amongst
fans interacting with said parties.
Token aims for organic growth through brands onboarding other brands, and fans requesting
more adoption through other brands. However, it is recognized that traditional marketing is a
must.
Token is reserving a portion of tokens released at pre-sale and IDO speciﬁcally for marketing
purposes. These funds will be strategically utilized for industry-speciﬁc events.
These would include participation in trade shows, inﬂuencer conventions, and industry
conferences. When sponsorship opportunities arise, Token will aim to market the platform in
targeted events.
All marketing efforts and strategies will be handled expertly through our partnership with
R/GA.
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Conclusion: Token & The Future of Blockchain
Enterprises.
Through several generations of blockchain, crypto networks have established proof-of-concept
for P2P transactions and the effective application of smart contracts in the DeFi space.
Web3 enabled networks to ﬁx the connection and scale issues that have plagued blockchain’s
adoption to wider markets. Thus, Token can be the glue that connects legacy systems to the
21st century blockchain by underlining all development layers with its L_0 protocol.
Perhaps most important, Token accomplishes all of this with zero gas fees. That is the kind of
remarkable market innovation that crypto networks like Bitcoin and Etherum simply cannot
claim. It is wholly unique to Token’s network.
When conceptualizing the impact Token has on the live events industry, it helps to follow a
simple rule: think bigger. Token is the enterprise version of blockchain technology, deﬁned by its
inﬁnite scalability and remarkable processing power.
You are left with the remark “Think bigger” because Token will have a transformational effect on
all event experiences, and it is easy to undersell the technology as “better targeted marketing” or
“better preorder options.”
It is so much more than that. Token is the foundation that underlays all nodes and services
connecting to form the fan experience.
All businesses within the live events ecosystem will ﬁnd a niche for their microservice, able to
reach wider audiences with better deals because of Token’s feeless interface and seamless
integration with traditional media channels.
Fan communities and novel “Loyalty Rewards” markets can build alongside each other on
Token, growing in value over time on the blockchain.
Five years from now, people will say, “After Token, nothing was the same.”
Token is the universal networking tool for venues, performers, and fans to leverage the 4th
Industrial Revolution with a regenerative model.
On Token, these parties can organically decide what “true value” is in the live event space, and
how fans’ value can be fairly monetized - so everyone makes the next show.
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Roadmap Deep Dive.
Non-fungible Events
People are the most non-fungible things on this planet. Every single touchpoint and interaction
leads to different outcomes and experiences culminating into its own unique event. These
unique snapshots of time hold different values to the beholder; some carry personal weight and
memories, others catch a moment in history that the world will value. Token allows these
moments to be individually timestamped and saved personally through our “Non-fungible
Events”.

Marketing Science
True marketing science requires data about the fan, from the fan. This is achieved in Token by
requesting the fan to allow Token to ingest from known data sources like brands already on
Token.
This supplies a base set of known fan data allowing for reconciliation of discrepancies and
reaﬃrmation of common data points.
Token will actively engage with the fan to expand on and fortify the dataset. All of this data will
be stored securely in the fan’s data enclave and will grow as the fan participates in the
ecosystem.

Data Ingestion
Data is ingestible by several external sources. If Facebook is using a fan’s data, it’s neither to
their beneﬁt nor accurate. If a user elects to share their data, they will receive $FAN.
What fan would say no to receiving rewards for data they have previously been giving away for
free?
Not only will they be rewarded, they will also have insight into who, what, when, and why their
data was accessed. This functionality is built into the core of the state channels - everything is
auditable. Furthermore, fan data is constantly being re-evaluated for accuracy.
The problem with data from sources like Facebook, is that it requires the user to not only be
honest, but to keep said data up to date.
In Token, not only will the fan be asked to correct any discrepancies, they will be actively
engaged for more data to be injected into the Token ecosystem.
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Data Injection
Fan data is actively collected through every interaction in the Token ecosystem. This data is
injected into a fan’s data enclave. Token proactively requests from the fan for clariﬁcations and
updates.
Using Marketing Experimentations, a brand can request data implicitly in the form of surveys, or
in Token fashion, glean the information desired through interactive experience governed by the
MME.
For example, it can be deduced if a fan is of a certain age and likes sports over esports by
creating an experience that incentivizes them to purchase discounted tickets for upcoming,
age-restricted sporting events.

Marketing Experimentation
This is titled Marketing Experimentation rather than automation, because without leveraging IoB,
the essence of MME is vastly underutilized. Automation tools exist, but MME is the automation
tool tailored speciﬁcally to meld IoT and IoB to AI and ML.
This provides a uniﬁed experience enabling automations to be enabled in all domains. Token’s
MME is designed to manage the connections between the fans, as well as the brands, venue,
vendors, and third parties.
Automation is only as good as its tools and accessibility to its users. MME allows the
conﬁguration of webhooks supporting multiple protocols with myriad authentication strategies
to communicate to as many platforms as possible.
The received data can then be extensively mixed and transformed with other live data to be
consumable by the next message. The MME serves as a serverless backend secured on
blockchain technology.
Effectively conﬁguring the MME requires a highly technical, multifaceted engineer. However,
MME is accessible to all audiences. It exposes its features to also be controlled through low
code/no code interfaces.
As long as one can manipulate UI components, one can use MME. This caters to nontechnical
brand personnel, as well as any fans that want to use the system. A key part of total experience
is that every user of every type is a power user. Gartner predicts that 65% of application
development activity will be low code by 2024.14 Token is actively participating in this trend.
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https://www.prnewswire.com/in/news-releases/low-code-is-the-future-outsystems-named-a-leader-in-th
e-2019-gartner-magic-quadrant-for-enterprise-low-code-application-platforms-868871260.html#:~:text=n
ext%20few%20years.-,Gartner%20estimates%20that%20%22by%202024%2C%20low%2Dcode%20applicat
ion%20development,delivered%20in%20just%2010%20weeks.
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Token’s MME allows any user to create dynamic automations that rival the mental acrobatics of
Inception/Tenet to enable experiences mimicking early Westworld. MME features native plugins
to utilize connected IoT, IoB, and fan data sources.
This allows for a direct integration into a brand’s marketing science analytics and reporting
inside of Token. For any event, these can be tapped into to target, direct, and inﬂuence their fans'
experiences.
Because this data is already “in-house,” the fans’ responses to these events get funneled back
into the fan data used, enriching the marketing science dataset and sequential automations.
This is akin to the Scientiﬁc Method, marketing can observe the current behavior of their fans,
research, hypothesize, and then test with an experiment in the form of automation.
This automation generates an experience for the fan, and the fan’s interactions or lack thereof is
important data that continues the Scientiﬁc Method.
Marketing receives the data from the experiment, analyzes it, and draws conclusions to better
optimize the next iteration. MME turns Marketing Science into a true science by gathering and
acting on factual user data through experience - this is Marketing Experimentation.

Fan Data Enclaves
To store fan data securely and reliably, Token uses fan data enclaves. It is paired with Single
Sign-on and identity access solutions to keep the fan in control.
The fan can add to it, update it, or even wipe their entire proﬁle. However, the more $FAN
awarded the higher their value as a fan in the fan marketplace becomes, snowballing their
accumulation of $FAN.

Single Sign-on (SSO)
To authorize and safeguard fan data, Token’s Single Sign-on solution allows fans to authenticate
with and authorize requests.
For the fan, this appears as a “Sign in with Token” experience, just as one would see with
Facebook or Google. However, unlike the latter that track, sell-off, and further monetize fan data
at the cost of the fan, Token’s SSO gathers that data to be leveraged by fans for $FAN.

Data Recap
As stated in the Marketing Science section, fan data can either be introduced into the system via
ingestion or injection. Ingestion would be from a data source a brand or venue would like to
include as access to the fan’s proﬁle.
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For example, a brand could have an existing billing proﬁle they would like to import on the fan.
The brand would have to speciﬁcally request from the fan, the authorization to add this data into
the fan data.
Data injected (data generated as a result of interacting with the brand through MME) would also
require the fan’s permissions to be stored.
However, the fan can grant the brand wider permissions to allow the brand more utility when the
fan interacts with them. All data on a fan is captured in one of these methods.

Data Enclave
To securely store this, not just from malicious parties, but also brands the fan does not want to
share with, Token uses a data enclave. This data enclave stores fan data in a cryptographic
block of memory on the blockchain.
New data is signed and encrypted with the latest metadata and transaction data. This includes
the entity requesting the data, access terms, and the data ﬁelds requested. It is further
encrypted, such that raw fan data is not parsable on the blockchain.
Cracking a fan’s enclave requires intimate knowledge of Web3, Token’s cryptography, and
real-time transactional data. Fan data has never been so secure and yet so rewarding.
Brands do have some utility that can be applied to the data enclave beyond it being a secured
black box. The brands can elect to store datasets in isolation. Data sources would essentially
have their own node. This allows for multidimensional dataset analysis of fans.
For example, a brand could analyze all third-party data shared by their fans in isolation of their
own brand-speciﬁc data. This can even go into historical contexts where a brand could measure
how a fan has evolved year over year, or season to season in sports.

Data Permissions
A fan must authorize each request access to each iota of datum in the enclave’s dataset. This is
transparent and auditable on both ends. Fans can enter into several policy types to access this
data. Speciﬁc pieces of fan data can be bought outright at a one-time cost.
However, this data becomes stale as time progresses. Fan data could also be rented, where the
fan is rewarded with $FAN on periodic increments based on leasing terms. This creates
long-term access to the fan’s ever-changing data like a living autobiography.
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